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Good Morning!
May we take this opportunity to wish you a Happy and Prosperous New
Year.
In this newsletter:
- Renewals - you will soon be able to set items to Never-expire
- Get a new Gov.uk for your Parish Council this year
- PHP 7 is on its way soon, prepare now

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Renewals - you will soon be able to set items to Never-expire
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We will be adding a new feature to allow our clients to set items to
Never-expire following requests to ensure certain items do not expire.
This will be available from Sunday 8th January.
Have you ever missed a renewal? Now you can set all items, or any
single item, to never-expire. This is the same for any item:
domains, hosting accounts, vps, etc.
For full details please see:
https://seiretto.co.uk/renewals/never-expire/
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Get a new Gov.uk for your Parish Council this year
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you do not yet have your own .gov.uk domain name for your Parish
Council then this year could be the time to get your council using a
domain that proves your authority and distinction.
Ensuring you select the correct name for your new gov.uk domain name
can make all the difference in quickly securing the new name.
Find how to choose your new gov.uk domain name here:
http://govhost.uk/choosing_domain_names/
For the first quarter of this year we are offering a discount on new
.gov.uk domains for Parish Councils, contact us for full details:
https://www.seiretto.co.uk/contactus/

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PHP 7 is on its way soon, prepare now
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------It came to light during testing last month that one of our own PHP
classes used for invoicing was still using a method which is
deprecated in PHP7. This was a shock and a big wake-up-call as we
thought we had completed testing on PHP7. It just shows how easy it
is to miss important functionality when testing. To keep your
websites online and functioning it is best to test, test and test
again.
We previously warned of the imminent changes to PHP once version 7
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came along, the time is nearing, no dates as yet, we will have to
eventually upgrade to PHP7 (there is no PHP version 6). PHP will jump
from version 5.x to 7.0. There are many changes, and deprecated
features:
http://php.net/manual/en/migration70.deprecated.php
which will affect/break PHP websites.
For more please see our March 2016 newsletter:
http://www.seiretto.com/newsletters/

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Thank you for reading, please let us know if you have any queries,
niggles, or questions? Just reply now....
Missed a newsletter? Copies of most of them are online here:
http://www.seiretto.com/newsletters/
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